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Overview 

Teaches: 

This lesson teaches the child how to successfully 
interact while playing with an age-appropriate, typically 
developing peer.  In contrast to Parallel Play, the child 
and peer will play with the same activity and be directly 
engaging for the duration of the lesson. 

Before beginning: 

In most cases, the child should be exhibiting mastery of 
Parallel Play Skills (demonstrating tolerance of combined 
peer presence and independent play) prior to 
introducing this lesson.  Success with Greetings and 
Closings (Conversation Skills) is also helpful. 

Also, it is often helpful to conduct this lesson with the 
teacher acting as the play partner, and allowing the child 
to master games/activities with the teacher, prior to 
generalizing to a peer as the play partner.   

Why it’s important: 

This lesson helps build social and interactive skills, which 
facilitate making friends, attending play dates, parties, 
and other socially appropriate recreation, participating in 
community.  It teaches the child skills for direct 
interaction with others in the context of an enjoyable play 
activity. 

Materials needed: Various interactive games/activities that are designed 
for 2 or more people to play, an available play partner. 

Generalization 
activities: 

Various board games, team sports activities, introducing 
new play partners and new play environments is very 
important as this lesson advances. 
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Steps 

Prepare

1. Locate a play partner (initially, the teacher; then, a peer).
2. Schedule a short time (i.e., 20-30 minutes maximum) for the activity.
3. Initially, it is preferred for the environment to be one that is familiar to the

child and comfortable for the child (e.g., their own home; possibly even their
own preschool classroom or neighborhood park may be utilized).  It is also
preferable that the initial environment would not be noisy or presenting with
many distractions.

4. Have several highly preferred items ready and available to function as
reinforcers for desired / correct responses.

5. Have data collection ready.
6. Have lesson materials prepared and available. For this lesson, materials

consist of a single interactive game or activity.
7. Make sure the child is ready to attend.
8. Teacher should give the child a brief preparation of what to expect for the

activity, and simply explain any rules if applicable. For example, “We are
going to play together! Here are the rules….” 

Teach 

NOTE: Teaching in this lesson begins as very involved and direct: however, as the 
child develops more ability in this area, teaching should take the form of observing 
and stepping in to prompt or correct only as needed.) 

1. Help the child either initiate welcome, or respond to his play partner’s
welcome.

2. Orient the child to the chosen game or activity (“Today we are going to
play…”)

3. Explain the rules of the game in simple terms.
4. Begin the game, exchanging turns as appropriate.
5. Provide feedback as needed, via social praise when the child is exhibiting

one of the target skills; or via correction when the child engages in
inappropriate behavior.

6. Record data throughout the session on target behaviors correctly performed
and on inappropriate behaviors that required correction.

NOTE: The teacher’s attention to the behavior of the peer (when applicable) is 
important in this lesson, because the child is being encouraged to watch and learn 
from behavior that the play partner is exhibiting. Praising the peer (when applicable) 
for desired behavior will help model for the child what kinds of behavior are 
reinforced.) 
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LEARNING TARGETS: 

The order of these targets may vary; in addition, many can be targeted 
simultaneously.  Targets can also be added to this list as applicable to the child’s 
needs. 

1. Following rules and routines of various age-appropriate interactive games &
activities (see suggestions below)

2. Greeting and saying goodbye to play partner at beginning and end of play
session (e.g., “Hi!”, “Goodbye”, “Thanks for playing!”)

3. Appropriately responding to peer’s request for a turn / to share toy in child’s
possession
(**appropriate responses include: “Yes” while handing toy over, or “Please
wait”/”Just a minute” and handing toy over after a couple more minutes)

4. Asking for the peer to share / asking for a turn with a toy in the peer’s
possession

5. Attending to play partner’s actions (i.e., watching what play partner is doing to
be able to participate in sequence of events in game/activity)

6. Spontaneously imitating peer’s actions
7. Cleaning up when game/activity is over
8. Responding to play partner’s comments/questions
9. Initiating comments/questions to play partner
10. Suggesting play activity (“Do you want to play with me?”, or “Do you want to

play__[name of game/activity]___ with me?”)
11. Asking to join in to ongoing play (“Can I play with you?”, such as at recess or

park)
12. Basic negotiating of disagreements (e.g., taking turns, compromise, offering

other ideas, etc.)
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SUGGESTED GAMES / ACTIVITIES 

Make selections based upon age and ability of the child. Read rules of game and 
ensure that child has mastered prerequisite skills to be successful; for example, the 
child should have Color ID targets mastered prior to attempting Candyland. 

Simple board games 

Candyland 

Lucky Ducks 

Hi Ho Cherry-O 

Tic-Tac-Toe 

Connect Four 

Activities Requiring Interaction 

Large puzzles 

Art projects with shared materials 

Play-doh with shared tools/cut-outs 

Playing “catch” 

Kicking soccer ball back & forth 

Hide & Seek 




